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The geometry of the bedrock, internal layers and slip surfaces control the deformation pattern and the
mechanisms of landslides. A challenge to progress in understanding landslide behavior is to construct
accurate 3D geometrical models from different surveying techniques. The objective of this work is to present a
methodology for integrating multi-source and multi-resolution data in a 3D geometrical model using
geostatistical tools. The methodology consists in integrating the data by extracting relevant information on
the internal structure of the landslide and in detecting possible incoherencies between different
interpretations. A simple method to classify the input data and to control their influence on the model
interpolation is proposed through the development of an expert reliability index. The methodology is applied
for the creation of a 3D geometrical model of the Super-Sauze mudslide (South French Alps) for which an
extensive dataset is available. Error calculation and expert geomorphological interpretation allow one to
select the most suitable interpolation algorithm and to define the volumes of each layer. The proposed 3D
geometrical model highlights the influence of the bedrock geometry on the observed kinematic pattern.
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1. Introduction

The geometry of the bedrock, internal layers and slip surfaces of
landslides controls their deformation pattern and mechanisms (Malet
et al., 2002; Schulz et al., 2009; Crozier, 2010). The development of
extension and compression zones within the landslide, the generation
of excess pore water pressure and differential displacements at the
ground surface are major effects resulting from the sub-surface
topography (Savage and Smith, 1986; Picarelli et al., 1995; Picarelli,
2001; van Asch et al., 2006). Therefore, the characterization of the 3D
internal structure is a pre-requisite to any slope stability analysis and
hydro-mechanical modeling (Brunsden, 1999; Savage and Wasowski,
2006; Travelletti et al., 2009).

Significant developments in both direct and indirect sub-surface
investigationswere realized in the last decades to define the features of a
landslide (Turner and Schuster, 1996; Cornforth, 2005). The choice of an
appropriate sub-surface exploration method mainly depends on the site
configuration, material characteristics, time and economic constraints.
Therefore, complementary methods have been applied to provide
indirect and spatially-distributed information of the 3D sub-surface
structure such as 2D and 3D geophysical tomographies (Jongmans and
Garambois, 2007) and remote-sensing techniques (LiDAR, InSAR;
Delacourt et al., 2007) in combination with classical geotechnical
investigations. Because these multi-source data have heterogeneous
qualities and different spatial resolutions, a major difficulty in 3D
geometrical modeling consists in the extraction of relevant information
and in their integration in a coherent framework (Bichler et al., 2004;
Regli et al., 2004; Caumon et al., 2009). Consequently, before incorpo-
rating the data in a 3D geometrical model, several pre-processing steps
are necessary. The data quality has to be carefully checked because it
directly affects the final quality of the geometrical model. Evans (2003)
distinguished two major types of uncertainty in 3D geometrical
modeling: those affecting data and measurements themselves and
those resulting from the modeling process. Therefore identifying which
amount of data is reliable is important to weight their effects on the
geometricalmodel. The problem is that, inmost cases, typical data for 3D
geometrical modeling are already in an interpretive digital or numerical
form (e.g.maps, cross-sections) forwhich the uncertainty is very difficult
to assesswithout access to the rawdata. Poeter andMckenna (1995) and
Clarke (2004) define a very simple and general approach to assess the
quality of the data by introducing the concepts of “hard data” and “soft
data” and the development of a reliability index. “Hard data” are defined
by explicit properties and low uncertainties on the layering geometry of
the landslide (e.g. stratigraphic logs, landslide boundary defined from
geomorphologic observations); “Soft data” are defined by implicit
properties andhigher uncertainties. Such data need consequently several
processing steps before the extraction of useful information on the
geometry (e.g. filtering, inversion, information derived from empirical or
analytical relationships;Regli et al., 2004;Gallerini andDeDonatis, 2009).
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The quality of the 3D geometrical modeling can be defined by
applying statistical methods such as the comparison of several models
created from the same initial dataset (Regli et al., 2004, Caumon,
2010) and analysis of the Root Mean Square Error (Desmet, 1997;
Aguilar et al., 2005; Weng, 2006), and empirical methods such as
global visualization of the sub-surface topography and expert analysis
(Aguilar et al., 2005, Fisher and Tate, 2006).

Regarding the diversity of landslide geometries, attempting to
provide a methodology for 3D landslide modeling is a real challenge.
This work is essentially focused on landslideswhose basal shear surface
is continuous. First a review of the data sources used for geometrical
modeling of landslides is presented. Second the methodology is
detailed. It consists of several stages of data integration (georeferencing,
(re-)interpretation of the data, information extraction and detection of
possible incoherencies among the different interpretations). A simple
method for classifying the input data is then presented. Third the
methodology is applied to the construction of the 3D geometry of the
Super-Sauze mudslide (Barcelonnette Basin, South French Alps) using
two geostatistical modeling packages (RockWork©, Rockworks, 2004;
Surfer© v 8.01, Golden software, 2002). Four interpolation algorithms
are tested and several criteria and validationmethods are presented for
selecting the most suitable 3D geometrical model for slope stability
analyses and hydro-mechanical modeling. Finally, the influence of data
point density and temporal resolution on the coherency of the 3D
geometrical model is discussed.
2. Sources of data

The 3D geometrical modeling of landslides first starts with the
collection of data which contain geometrical information at the
ground surface (typically landslide boundaries) and information on
the internal structure geometry. Because the choice of the sub-surface
investigations techniques is not the purpose of this study, the authors
refer the reader to well-documented references such as Sowers and
Royster (1978), Turner and Schuster (1996) and Cornforth (2005).
Table 1
Type of data sources and associated investigation techniques able to provide information o

Data type Type of techniques

Kinematic Inclinometers
Extensometers
GPS monitoring
Tacheometry monitoring
Differential photogrammetric DEMs
Differential terrestrial and airborne LiDAR survey
Differential InSAR survey
Image correlation of (ortho)photographs

Geomorphological Oblique photographs from the air or from the ground
Aerial and satellite orthophotographs
Photogrammetric DEM
Terrestrial and airborne LiDAR (DEM)
InSAR (DEM)

Geological Geological mapping
Boreholes stratigraphic logs in (non)destructive drilling
test pits, trenches

Geotechnical Pressiometric tests
Static or dynamic penetration tests
Field van tests

Petro-physical Seismic reflection
Seismic refraction tomography
Electrical resistivity tomography
Ground penetrating radar
Electro magnetic techniques
Micro−gravimetry
Borehole loggings

Others Various field observations, already interpreted data

Internal: Information on the internal layer geometry.
a Surface: information on the landslide boundary at the ground surface.
From a practical point of view, data collection and field investigation
must be extended beyond the landslide area for two main reasons:

• to ensure that the entire landslide area is included; experience
indicates that the landslide area is generally much larger than first
suspected and tends to enlarge through time;

• to detect property anomalies in the data acquired in- and outside
the landslide.

Five major sources of data can be used: kinematic data, geomor-
phologic data, geological data, geotechnical data and petro-physical
data (Table 1). Each data type has its own spatial extension and
resolution. They can be determined by direct or indirectmeasurements.
Indirect data has the advantage to provide spatially distributed
information, but the resolution and accuracy are generally lower than
direct and punctual data.

• Kinematic data: these data are used to delimit the landslide
extension both in depth and at the surface. When the identification
of internal shear zones is not obvious ingeological records, inclinometer
data are common to localize internal shear zones (Cornforth, 2005).
Traditional and punctual geodetic techniques (e.g. extensometers, GPS,
tacheometry; Angeli et al., 2000;Malet et al., 2002) and remote-sensing
techniques (e.g. DInSAR, correlation of satellite, aerial and terrestrial
images, airborne and terrestrial LiDAR; Casson et al. 2003; Squarzoni
et al., 2003; Delacourt et al., 2007; Teza et al., 2008; Travelletti et al.,
2008; Oppikofer et al., 2009) can be used to define the landslide spatial
boundaries. Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) can usually be derived
from these techniques, and multi-temporal analysis allow one to
highlight limits between areas affected by elevation changes. Although
the interpretation of displacement data is, inmost cases very reliable to
establish landslide boundaries, the real landslide extension may be
underestimated if a part of the landslide is in a dormant stage of activity
(Cruden and Varnes, 1996).

• Geomorphologic data: because the geometry of the ground surface is an
overt clue to landslide activity (Sowers and Royster, 1978), landform
evolution can be used to determine the landslide boundaries.
n landslide geometry.

Type of informationa Spatial extension Typical resolution

Internal 1D 10−3–10−2 m
Surface 1D 10−3–10−2 m
Surface 1D 10−3–10−2 m
Surface 1D 10−3–10−2 m
Surface 2D–2.5D 10−2–100 m
Surface 2D–2.5D 10−2 m
Surface 2D–2.5D 10−3–10−2 m
Surface 2D–2.5D 10−2–100 m
Surface 2D 10−2 m
Surface 2D 10−2–101 m
Surface 2.5D 10−2–101 m
Surface 2.5D 10−2 m
Surface 2.5D 10−3–10−2 m
Surface 2D 101–101 m
Internal 1D 10−2–10−1 m
Internal 1D Variable
Internal 1D 10−2–100 m
Internal 1D 10−2–10−1 m
Internal 1D 10−2–10−1 m
Internal 2D–3D 10−1–100 m
Internal 2D–3D 10−1–100 m
Internal 2D–3D 10−1–100 m
Internal 2D 10−2–100 m
Internal 2D 10−2–100 m
Internal 1D 10−1–100 m
Internal 1D 10−2–101 m
Surface 1D–2D Variable
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Hummocky topography, bulges, depressions, cracks, slumps, bowed
and deformed trees, and changes in vegetation are morphologic
evidences of present and past landslide activity. In a complement to
field recognition, these data can be extracted through the analysis of
orthophotographs and high resolution DEMs (McKean and Roering,
2004; van Den Eeckhaut et al., 2005). Old documents (e.g. topographic
maps, old photographs, cadastres) taken before the landslide event are
very useful to localize main topographic and geometrical features
covered by the landslide (e.g. crest, gully, berm). These geometrical
features improve the interpretation of petro-physical and geotechnical
data by localizing areas where physical contrasts are expected.

• Geological data: shear surface location can be interpreted from
borehole logging, core photographs and observations in test pits or
trenches for completing geological information at the ground
surface. When geological maps are sufficiently detailed, two
essential pieces of information can be used: the major geologic
formations and the structural features (folds, joints, small faults,
local shear zones and formation contacts; Sowers and Royster, 1978;
Cornforth, 2005). The outcrops give information on the strength and
stability of both intact and weathered materials that compose the
landslide. They also allow one to identify the strongest formation
susceptible to form the stable bedrock. Ground fissuring due to
landslide movement has to be differentiated from fissuring
attributed to other processes (e.g. human activity, soil desiccation,
seismic events). Statistical analysis on changes in joint orientation,
dip and azimuth in the landslide and in the surrounding area can be
used to determine discontinuity families associated to the landslide
and to the stable areas (Sowers and Royster, 1978; Jaboyedoff et al.,
2009). In some cases, extrapolation of dip and azimuth of the
observed interface (e.g. fractures, stratification planes) between the
stable bedrock and themovingmass can be used as a first estimation
of the landslide extension in depth.

• Geotechnical data: geotechnical data measured in boreholes (press-
iometric tests, field vane shear tests) or from the ground surface
(static or dynamic penetration tests) allow one to distinguish the
weaker from the stronger formations (typically formation of the
stable substratum) involved in the landslide. These data are direct
measurements of the mechanical properties at different depth
inside the moving mass. They complete the geological descriptions
of the core and cuttings and constrain the petro-physical in-
terpretations (Cornforth, 2005).

• Petro-physical data: petro-physical properties of the sub-surface
(e.g., P- and S-waves velocity, electrical resistivity, dielectric
permittivity, gravitational acceleration) measured at the ground
surface or in boreholes (geophysical borehole logging, cross-holes
measurements) provide a 2D or 3D imaging of the sub-surface
(Jongmans and Garambois, 2007). Petro-physical properties are
usually used to extent geotechnical and geological data determined
with direct punctual in-situ measurements. Geophysical borehole
logging systems (e.g. self-potential, electrical resistivity, nuclear
radiation density based on nuclear absorption) provide very useful
information when lateral correlation of geotechnical and geological
data from adjacent boreholes are difficult due to strong variations of
the soil properties or sampling gaps in the stratigraphic profile
(typically core loss).

3. Method for multi-source data integration

Multi-source data have heterogeneous qualities and different
spatial resolutions. Therefore data integration necessitates (1) to
georeference the data in a common reference coordinate system,
(2) to define their quality for the purpose of the modeling, and (3) to
interpret (or re-interpret) the data to extract relevant information on
the geometry. The proposedmethodology is applicable to any kinds of
digitized data. The main steps of the methodology are summarized in
Fig. 1.
3.1. Georeferencing of data sources

Each source of data can be localized in different coordinate systems
(2D, 3D) with variable accuracy thus making the georeferencing an
important task (KaufmannandMartin, 2008). Georeferencingprocesses
available in Geographic Information System (GIS) softwares based on
n-order polynomial transformations allowone to georeference digitized
maps. The selected map projection has to be close to the digitized map
for optimizing the alignment quality with a small number of control
points. Otherwise, the map will be correctly aligned only in limited
areas, independent of the number of control points. When more than
three control points are available, the residual misfit between control
point pairs can beused to estimate an error in horizontal location. Errors
in georeferencing are often due to an insufficient quality or number of
control points or to excessive distortions in the original maps (Caumon
et al., 2009).

3D georeferencing of 2D rasterized cross-section is possible when at
least two control points with the associated 3D coordinates in the
reference coordinate system are known (e.g. geophysical sensors
locations measured by GPS, benchmarks localized both in the cross-
section and in a georeferencedmap). Location of the control points in the
reference coordinate systemcanbeprojectedona straight line calculated
with a linear regression on the control points coordinate X–Y. The
equation of the regression line is thenused to compute the3Dposition in
the reference coordinate system of any locationwithin the cross section.

The elevation data are often inaccurate or expressed as relative
elevations. They can be corrected with a DEM used as elevation
reference in the stable parts of the landslide. The elevation values
inside the moving mass are obviously not considered because
investigation can be acquired at several dates documenting different
landslidemorphology. The residual misfit between the reference DEM
and the elevations in the stable part of the cross-section can be used to
estimate an error in elevation.
3.2. Data quality evaluation: “hard” and “soft” data

The next step is to evaluate the quality of the data. The
classification used in this work uses the concept of “hard data” and
“soft data” initially defined by Poeter and Mckenna (1995) and Clarke
(2004). “Hard data” are characterized by a high degree of reliability
(e.g. explicit properties and very low uncertainties) while “soft data”
are characterized by a low degree of reliability (e.g. implicit properties
and higher uncertainties; Regli et al., 2004; Gallerini and De Donatis,
2009). The reliability index depends on (i) the quality of the original
data source and (ii) the number of processing steps needed to extract
useful information. The range of value for the reliability index is fixed
on a scale between 1 (very soft) and 4 (very hard), and the criteria
used for the categorization are defined as follows:

1. Very soft data: the original data are noisy, inaccurate for the
purpose of the analysis andwith a high degree of subjectivity in the
interpretation. The original data do not have accurate spatial
information. They are already in an interpretative format or are
derived from inaccessible raw data.

2. Soft data: the original data need several steps of processing to
extract a useful geometrical information. This is usually the case for
indirect data such as petro-physical properties determined with
geophysical techniques applied at the ground surface or in
boreholes. The non-uniqueness of the inverted solution and the
possible decreasing resolution with depth are some drawbacks
affecting the accuracy of geophysical methods (Sharma, 1997;
Jongmans and Garambois, 2007).

3. Hard data: the original data represents generallywell the geometry of
the landslide, even if some ambiguities in the interpretation still
remain. The data have to be combined with other sources (generally



Fig. 1. Schematic workflow for multi-source data integration in a 3D geometrical model.
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geotechnical tests and geological observations) to reduce the
uncertainty in the interpretation.

4. Very hard data: the original data are sufficiently accurate and allow a
straight-forward interpretation of the geometry without ambiguity.
The data sources are generally direct geomorphological or geological
observations, borehole cores and kinematic measurements.

Although this categorization is not objective and depends on the
judgment of the interpreter, it has the advantage to be very flexible
and adapted to a large amount of diverse data types.

3.3. Data (re-)interpretation: extraction of geometrical information

Hard data have to be used to constrain the interpretation of soft
data. The main methods usually applied for identifying layering and
discontinuities in geotechnical and petro-physical data are:

• The detection of sharp contrasts in petro-physical properties,
reflecting transition between different layers and with the stable
bedrock whose spatial extension can be mapped with imaging
techniques (e.g. geophysical tomographies).
Fig. 2. Example of interpretations of the Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) data. A
interpretation is limited without the use of additional information, B) Integration of all the
interfaces is more constrained. The normalized Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) are also in
• The extrapolation of locally acquired hard data into spatially
distributed acquisitions of soft data. The principle is to associate
petro-physical or geotechnical parameters measured at the point
scale to cross-sections of parameters measured with imaging
techniques using empirical relations among the parameters or
threshold values obtained from the literature or measured on soil
samples.

3D visualization is absolutely necessary for an optimal interpre-
tation of the data. An example of the main situations encountered for
the interpretation of Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) is
detailed in Fig. 2. The interpretation of the resistivity profiles in
Fig. 2A is very limited without the use of additional information
located in the direct vicinity (Figure 2B.) By combining different
analyses, the degree of freedom in the interpretation is reduced
considerably. The interpretation of the internal structure becomes
better constrained where stratigraphic and continuous petro-physical
borehole logs are available (Sowers and Royster, 1978).

Possible spatial and temporal inconsistencies among interpretive
data (cross-sections or stratigraphic logs) have to be controlled and
) Sharp property contrasts in the ERT allow to detect an interface in depth but the
information available close to the ERT profile displayed in 3D. The interpretation of the
dicated.

image of Fig.�2
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corrected with hard data located in the vicinity of the acquisition
using 3D visualization tools. For example, georeferenced maps draped
in transparency on a shaded relief is a simple way to control the
quality of the georeferenced maps (Caumon et al., 2009). The
determination of the level above which inconsistencies become too
important depends on the purpose of the geometrical model. If the
purpose is to obtain an estimate of the volume of a landslide, a
difference in depth determination of ca. 15% among two interpreta-
tions is acceptable, at the opposite, such an error can be too much
important if the purpose of the model is to design remediation and
reinforcement systems based on hydro-mechanical modeling.

Because of the possible non-unique solution of the inversion
procedures, petro-physical cross-sections should be analyzed by
constraining the inversion computation using a priori knowledge on
the sub-surface geometry given by the more reliable interpretations
available in the vicinity (Jongmans and Garambois, 2007). The
introduction in the inversion procedure of the locations where
sharp boundaries of petro-physical parameters are expected helps
to considerably reduce the amount of possible solutions, thus leading
to a greater consistency with the geological and geotechnical
information (Lelièvre et al., 2008). Consequently a higher reliability
index can be attributed to inverted models constrained by hard data.
However, the petro-physical and geotechnical investigations are often
done by different experts (geophysicians, geotechnicians) without a
systematic exchange of information. Consequently a major task of the
person in charge of the geometrical modeling is to use hard data to
Fig. 3. General setting of the Super-Sauze mudslide. A) View of the mudslide from the North.
mudslide tongue in 1988. The original torrential channel is progressively covered by the m
validate petro-physical inversions before incorporating them in the
geometrical model.

Temporal inconsistencies (e.g. time-dependent geometrical
changes) are more difficult to detect without repetitive data
acquisitions and observations at the same location. In theory, the
data should be acquired in a time short enough to avoid significant
changes in the 3D geometry. In reality, these conditions are hardly
ever realized because of temporal, financial and site configuration
constraints. Therefore, recent data should have priority on older data.
According to the quantity of available data, additional exploration in
the field might be necessary.

3.4. Transformation of the information: discretization of the geometry

The extracted geometrical information is not directly useable as
input for the 3D geometrical modeling. The different interfaces have
to be discretized in data points (X,Y and Z) with a sufficient spatial
density to preserve the main morphological details (Kienzle, 2004).
This transformation is important as it controls the size of the mesh in
the 3D geometrical model (Section 4.3.1).

A reliability index can be attributed to each data point (Section 3.2),
and a confidence map can be associated to the geometrical model. This
method allows one to set priority for the interpolation to the most
reliable input data points. With this procedure, a null value for the
reliability index is attributed for the areas unconstrained with data
points.
B) Main evolution stages from the initial failure in the 1960's to the development of the
aterial (adapted from Weber and Herrmann, 2000).

image of Fig.�3


Fig. 4. Location of the geotechnical and geophysical investigations.
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4. Application to the Super-Sauze mudslide

The methodology is applied to the Super-Sauze mudslide located in
the Callovo-Oxfordian black marls of the Southern French Alps (Alpes-
de-Haute-Provence, France). The landscape in which the mudslide has
developed is characterized by a badland-type morphology (Figure 3A)
with successions of crest and gullies.
Table 2
Data available for the 3D geometrical modelling of the Super-Sauze mudslide.

Data type Techniques Quantity Interfa
identifi

C1–C2

Kinematic Inclinometers 3 X
Geological Borehole stratigraphic logs 5 X
Geotechnical Dynamic penetration tests 396 X
Geomorphologic Field observations – Ground

Aerial orthophotographs 7 Ground

DEM (1 meter mesh, airborne lidar survey) 1 Ground
DEM (15 meters mesh, aerial photogrammetry) 5 Ground

Petro-physical 2D electrical resistivity tomography 26 –

Others Interpreted cross-sections 4 X

Ground surface: landslide boundary at the surface.
a X: interface detected. The asterisk symbols link the dates of acquisition to the correspo
Fig. 3B presents the main stages of development of the mudslide.
Before the initial failure, the scarp area was affected by a deep seated
slope deformation controlled by regional faults. In the 1960s, a
succession of shallow plane and wedge failures occurred along some of
the crests. The collapsed rocky panels progressively transformed into a
silty sandy-matrix integrating marly fragments of heterogeneous sizes
throughweathering. In the late 1970s, thematerial started to accumulate
downstream in the gullies. From the 1970s until today, the mudslide is
gradually covering the talweg of the Sauze torrent with typical range of
velocity between 1 to 3 cm d−1 and observed acceleration peaks until
40 cm d−1 in the spring season. In 2003, the total volumewas evaluated
at amaximumof 700,000 m3 (Malet et al., 2003) based on a geotechnical
investigation. In 2007, the mudslide extended over a distance of 920 m
between an elevation of 2105 mat the crownand1736 mat the toewith
an average width of 135 m and a average slope of 25°.

Geomorphological, geological, geophysical and geotechnical in-
vestigations combined to a multi-parameter monitoring activity are
conducted on the site since 1995. These investigations allowed a good
identification of the main structures. Some attempts were realized to
define the geometry of the landslide integrating the data acquired since
then, essentially through 2D cross-sections (Flageollet et al., 2000;
Malet, 2003). Starting in 1997, an important amount of geophysical
prospecting (ERT, seismic, electro-magnetic; Schmutz et al., 2001;Méric
et al., 2007; Grandjean et al., 2007; Schmutz et al., 2009) has been
undertaken to extent spatially the information on the 3D geometry
(Figure 4). However, some of the petro-physical data acquired during
this period could not be integrated because of insufficient or inaccurate
information on the positioning. Table 2 summarizes the data used for
the 3D geometrical modeling as part of this work.

4.1. Characterization of the geometry and layering

The topography covered by themudslide is composed of sub-parallel
crests and gullies in the accumulation zone. Some of them emerge from
the mudslide, whereas others are located a few meters below the
ground surface. A three-layer structure with distinct mechanical
properties has been proposed to characterize the internal structure.
The identification of the layers is based on the information from
dynamic penetration tests (395 dynamic penetration tests along 19
cross-sections; Figure 5), in-situ pressiometric andwater injection tests,
soil sampling and inclinometermeasurements. A detailed description of
the geomechanical and hydrological characteristics of the laters can be
found in Flageollet et al. (2000) and Malet et al. (2003). The vertical
layering of the mudslide can be summarized with:

• A surficial unit (C1) with a thickness ranging between 5 to 9 m (cone
tip resistance Qdb10 Mpa, pressiometric modulus EMb15 MPa). A
ces
eda

Date of acquisition References

C2(M)-S

X 1996 Malet, 2003
X 1996 Malet, 2003
X 1996–2003 Flageollet et al., 2000; Malet, 2003

surface 2007–2009 –

surface 1956*–1978*–1982*–
1988* –1995*–2007**

*Weber and Herrmann (2000),
**Sintegra company

surface 2007 Sintegra company
surface 1956–1978–1982–1988 –1995 Weber and Herrmann (2000)
X 2004*–2005*–2006*–2008–2009 *Méric et al., 2007 ;

*Grandjean et al., 2007
X 1996 Genet and Malet, 1997;

Flageollet et al., 2000

nding reference.

image of Fig.�4


Fig. 5. Internal structure determined from inclinometer measurements and vertical profiles of displacement and velocity at three borehole locations. The borehole F1 is located at the
vertical of an in-situ buried crest; at this position the layer C2 is not observed (Malet, 2003).
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shear surface is identified at depths between 5 and 8 m. This unit is
may be sub-divided in two secondary units for hydrogeological
analysis; they are not distinguished in this study.

• Adeepunit (C2)witha thickness rangingbetween5 to10 m.According
to inclinometer measurements, pressiometric tests (EMN15 MPa,
pressure limit PlN4MPa) and water injection tests (Kb10−8 m s−1),
this unit is considered as very compact and impermeable. Inclinometer
measurements showed that this unit is characterized by very low to
even null displacement. It is associated to a “dead body” as observed at
the Slumgullion earthflow (Varnes et al., 1996) and at the La Valette
mudslide (Colas and Locat, 1993). In addition, the ancient torrent
channel can be partially filled by significant thicknesses (several
meters) ofmoraine deposits (M) before the occurrence of the landslide
event (Weber and Herrmann, 2000).

• The stable substratum(S) composedof intact blackmarls (QdN20 MPa).

26 ERT investigations were undertaken between 2004 and 2009 to
spatially extend the punctual geotechnical and geological data (Schmutz
et al., 2001;Grandjeanet al., 2007;Méric et al., 2007) (Figure6).Although
the interface between C1 and C2 could not be detected, a significant
contrast of resistivity can be observed between C2 (b~50Ω m) and S
(N~50Ωm). Thepenetration test data (interpreted in termsof altitudinal
position of the interface C2-S) located in at a distance of less than 5 m
from the ERT lines are orthogonally projected on the profiles for
validation (Figure 6):

• In the lower and middle parts of the mudslide, the C2-S interface
interpreted from the penetration test data are in very good agreement
with theC2-S interface interpreted fromtheERT. This validatesboth the
geophysical interpretations and the georeferencing of the ERT profiles.
In addition, the correlation indicates that no significant change of the
C2-S interface occurredbetween1996and2008, thus reducingpossible
errors in the 3D geometrical model due to temporal inconsistencies.

• In the upper part of the mudslide, the correlation between the C2-S
interface interpreted from ERT and from the penetration test data is
more difficult to establish. Penetration tests were often affected by
pseudo-blockages due to the higher frequency of blocks of moraine
and panels of marls (Flageollet et al., 2000) limiting thus the
investigation depth. In addition the sub-surface geometry seems
more complex than in the middle and lower parts of the mudslide.
Several crests observed in the orthophotograph of 1956 and buried
by the mudslide are still present (Figure 7A).

Because the V-shape of the torrential valley is neither very well
identified in the ERT profiles nor in the dynamic penetration tests in
the middle part of the mudslide, ancient moraine formation and
torrential deposits are highly suspected to have filled the torrent
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Fig. 6. Resistivity model of the mudslide. The Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) profiles were acquired usingWenner andWenner-Schlumberger arrays. The substratum depth
identified is validated by projecting the information from the geotechnical penetration tests data on the ERT profiles. The normalized Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) are also
indicated.
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valley in this area. The DEM of 1956 is therefore introduced in the 3D
geometrical model to represent the contact between the moraine
formation (M) and the substratum (S). The top of the moraine
formation is called C2-(M)S, because in the other parts of the
mudslide C2 is directly in contact with the substratum (S) without the
presence of moraine. Therefore “(M)” means that intercalation of
moraine deposit between C2 and S is possible. Similarly, the bottom of
themoraine formation is called C2(M)-S.Where nomoraine deposit is
observed, the bottom of the mudslide is the contact C2-S.
4.2. Discretization of the geometry

As detailed in Section 3.3, the 3D coordinates of the data points are
extracted from the georeferenced cross-sections and the landslide
limits in such manner that the sub-surface topography is fully
preserved. In addition, when a crest is identified both in the ERT
data and on the orthophotograph of 1956, extra data points are
added to constrain the interpolation of the 3D geometrical model
(Figure 7A, B).
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Fig. 7. Example of introduction of additional data points to constrain the 3D geometrical model. A) Main in-situ crests identified on an ortho-photography before the landslide event
in 1956 and location of two Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) profiles (T5, T6) crossing a series of crests. B) Detection of the in-situ crests in the resistivity model: the in-situ
crest E6 is identified in the profiles T5 and T6. Extra data points are added along the profiles in order to integrate the spatial extent of the crests in the 3D geometrical model.
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For the interface C1–C2, 1160 data points are available and are
distributed mainly along profiles within a surface of 87.200 m2. For
the interface C2-(M)S, 3085 data points are available. In all cases, the
Table 3
Quantity and reliability index associated to the data points.

Data points Kinematic Geological Geotechnical Geomorph
(mudslide

Interface unit C1–C2
Number of data points 3 – 336 726
Reliability index 4 – 3 4

Interface unit C2-(M)S
Number of data points 3 5 336 726
Reliability index 4 4 3 4

a Additional data points at the crest locations cf Fig. 7.
mean sampling distance is about 3 m. Table 3 presents the reliability
index attributed to each data point; the highest reliability index for
each mesh of the model is presented in Fig. 8.
ological
boundary)

Petro-physical Already interpreted
cross-section

Extra data
pointsa

All data
points

– 95 – 1160
– 1 – –

955 95 965 3085
2 1 2 –
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Fig. 8. Reliability index for the three interfaces. The area where the DEM of 1956 has been added is characterized with a reliability index of 1 (in green color).
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4.3. Interpolation of the 3D geometrical model

ThegeostatisticalmodelingpackagesRockWork©(Rockworks, 2004)
and Surfer© v 8.01 (Golden software, 2002)were used to reconstruct the
3D geometrical model. The interactive graphical display window of
RockWork© (Rockplot3D) is used for the 3D visualization. Among
topographic interpolation algorithms, kriging yields usually better
Fig. 9. Experimental semi-variograms of the input point data of the internal interfaces C2-(M
with the application of a power lawmodel without nugget; B) Semi-variograms of the residu
without nugget with a range of about 130 m.
estimation of elevation than neighborhood approaches (Zimmerman
et al., 1999) though these latter are sometimesmore accurate (Declercq,
1996; Aguilar et al., 2005). These studies show that there is no fully
objective rule for selecting an appropriate interpolation algorithm as it
strongly depends on the characteristics of the surface beingmodeled, on
the distribution of input data points and on data accuracy (Arnaud and
Emery, 2000; Aguilar et al., 2005; Chaplot et al., 2006; Fisher and Tate,
)S and C1-C2. A) Semi-variograms used for Ordinary Kriging (OK) without detrend and
als used for Universal Kriging after a planar detrend and the application of a linear model
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Fig. 10. 3D stratigraphic rules used for the interpolation in Surfer to avoid interferences
among the internal layers. A) Interferences of the C1–C2 interface with the C2-S
interface. B) Application of the stratigraphic rules. In order to stop the C1–C2 interface,
the elevation values are set equal to those of the C2-S interface. The same method is
applied for all the interfaces crossing the ground topography; C) Output representation
of the interfaces for the 3D visualization in Rockplot3D.
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2006; Kalenchuk et al., 2009). Furthermore, the creation of several
geometricalmodels from the sameset of input data (Caumon, 2010) and
their further filtering through quality and validation methods (Maerten
and Maerten, 2006; Moretti, 2008) is strongly recommended.

In this work, four interpolation algorithms commonly used in
geomorphological researches are tested: Triangular Irregular Network
(TIN; Jordan, 2006), Inverse Distance with a weighting factor n of 4
(IDW; Erdogan, 2009), Ordinary Kriging (OK; Zimmerman et al., 1999;
Marinoni, 2003) and Universal Kriging (UK; Zimmerman et al., 1999;
Gundogdu and Guney, 2007).

TINusesanoptimal and fastDelaunay triangulationprocedure inorder
to satisfy the requirement that a circle drawn through the three nodes of a
triangle will contain no other node (Lee and Schachter, 1980). IDW
estimates elevations at unknown locationusing the distance and values to
nearby known data points, based on the assumption that each data point
influences the resulting surface up to a finite distance (Chaplot et al.,
2006). The weight given to the influence of nearby known data point is
inversely proportional to a power (n=4) of the distance. Kriging
interpolation techniques take into account the stochastic dependence
amongdatapoints (whichmaybe the resultof ageologicalprocess suchas
sedimentation; Burgess et al., 1981; Marinoni, 2003). OK is the simplest
algorithm of kriging in which the input elevation data are assumed to be
stationary, without any drift. UK is a variant of OK and is applied where
input data points contain a local trend. A structural analysis of the spatial
correlation (e.g. semi-variograms) among the input data points carried
out before the interpolation (Marinoni, 2003). The TIN and IDW grids are
computed in RockWork©; the OK and UK grids are computed in Surfer©.

4.3.1. Analysis of the spatial structure of the data points
The structure of the input data points of the interfaces C1–C2 and

C2-(M)S is assessed using semi-variograms for the directions 0°, 45°,
90° and 135° relative to the sliding direction of the mudslide
(Figure 9A, B). Fig. 9A shows the experimental semi-variograms
introduced in OK for both interfaces. An important spatial structure
and a marked anisotropy due to the terrain slope are observed. The
unbounded semi-variograms (no range) indicate non-stationary data
that can be modeled with a power semi-variogram without nugget.
Because of the presence of a trend in the data points caused by the
terrain slope, UK interpolation may be more accurate (Royle et al.,
1981). After removing the trend with a planar regression, the semi-
variograms are computed on the residual between the trend and the
elevation values of the data points (Figure 9B). The experimental
semi-variograms can be modeled with a linear relationship without
nugget with a range of about 130 m. The presence of a range (distance
at which elevation data become uncorrelated) indicates that the data
stationarity assumption is respected (Bancroft and Hobbs, 1986).

4.3.2. Determination of the optimal cell size of the geometrical model
Different methods are available to determine the optimal grid

resolution (Hengl, 2006). In this work, the choice of the resolution is
based on the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem for signal processing
(Shannon, 1949) which states that a continuous function can be fully
reproduced if sampling frequency is two times the original frequency.
From a geomorphological point of view, the mesh size should at least
correspond to the average spacing between inflection points of the
terrain (e.g. locations where the curvature or the slope of the terrain
changes sign). Theprinciple is explained indetail inHengl (2006). In this
work, the problem is simplified in one dimension with the following
relationship (Eq. (1)):

r≤ 1
2n

∑
n

i=1
Δxi ð1Þ

where r is the maximal theoretical mesh size and n is the number of
Δx (distance between two inflection points).
Data points extracted from the interpretation of continuous
imaging (e.g. ERT) or dense geotechnical investigation along profiles
showing major variations in elevation are used to define the cell size.
A n-order polynomial continuous function is fitted on the data point
to model the sub-surface topography interpreted in each cross-
section. The sub-surface inflection points are then automatically
localized for each position where the first and second derivatives of
the function equal to zero.

Because the determination of r is computed along transversal
cross-sections, r does not take into account the density and the spatial
distribution of the data points which are important parameters in the
choice of the cell size (Bishop and McBratney, 2001; Aguilar et al.,
2005; Fisher and Tate, 2006). If the cell size is too small, artificial
surface roughness can be created in areas insufficiently constraint by
the data points (Bishop andMcBratney, 2001; Hengl, 2006). Therefore
the influence of the cell size r on the geometrical model has to be
controlled by 3D visualization.

In the case of the Super-Sauze mudslide, the C2-(M)S interface
in the transversal ERT profiles (Figure 6) is used to determine the
cell size because this interface presents the greatest variations in
elevation. For a better representation of the sub-surface morphol-
ogical features, the median value of the distance between crests
and gullies (10.2 m) determined in the cross-sections is chosen; it
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Fig. 12. Analysis of the 3D geometrical model through visualization. Cross-sections in the 3D geometrical models pointing out the undulating C1–C2 interface produced by IDW and
OK (see Figure 11 for the acronyms of the interpolation algorithms). The location of the cross-section is also indicated.
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corresponds to a maximal grid resolution of about 5 m. Because
the mean spacing between the transversal cross-sections in the North
direction is about 23 m, the grid resolution of 5 m is not refined.

4.3.3. Stratigraphic rules for the 3D geometrical modelling
Each unit within the landslide is delimited by a top and a base

interface that have to be compliant with the data points. However to
obtain a geometrical model in agreement with the geological
information, this condition is not sufficient, and stratigraphic rules
are defined to avoid interferences between interfaces (Mallet, 2004;
Caumon et al., 2009; Figure 10). In the case of the Super-Sauze
mudslide, the following rules are applied:

• The layer interfaces cannot rise above the ground topography;
• The top interface and the base interface of an internal unit cannot
intersect each other;

• The internal units within the landslide cannot cross the stable
substratum.

These rules are automatically managed by the 3D stratigraphic
module of RockWork© by setting a relative stratigraphic chronology to
each unit of the model. This is not the case in Surfer© where each
interface is interpolated individually. Therefore a post-processing is
necessary on the surfaces created with Surfer© to correct the
incoherencies as is illustrated in Fig. 10. A moving average filter is
applied on the gridded surfaces to reduce the influences of small-scale
variability between neighboring data points. Finally, the output of
each unit is expressed in a top and a base interface for 3D visualization
in Rockplot3D.

4.3.4. Criteria used to select the best geometrical model
The accuracy of gridded surfaces can be evaluated through

quantitative and qualitative indicators; in this work the model has
to satisfy two conditions:
Fig. 11. Maps of the internal interface C2-S interpolated with different algorithms (TIN: Tria
Kriging) with a mesh grid of 5 m. The depth relative to the ground surface given by the airb
observed between the layers C2 and S is also indicated.
• The gridded surface should present a low value of Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE; Erdogan, 2009; Eq. 2):

RMSE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n
∑
n

i=1
Zmodel
i −Ztrue

i

� �2s
ð2Þ

where n is the total number of data points, Zmodel is the elevation
predicted by the model and Ztrue is the elevation of the withheld
data set.
In order to compute the RMSE, a subset of data points with a high
degree of reliability is withheld from the interpolation by applying a
random split-sample method (Declercq, 1996). A sample of sixty
dynamic penetration tests data (of both interfaces) is therefore not
introduced in the interpolation.

• The gridded surface does not have to present strongly undulated
features and local depressions or abrupt elevation changes. The
historical development of the mudslide provides information on the
sequence of organization of the layers (Figure 3B). Since the
mudslide is progressively burying an ancient torrential stream, a
layering approximately parallel to the slope gradient is expected
rather than a strongly undulated geometrywhich is often an artefact
of the interpolation (Malet, 2003). 3D visualization is used to
determine the location of unrealistic morphological features
(Aguilar et al., 2005; Fisher and Tate, 2006).

4.4. Results of the 3D geometrical modeling

4.4.1. Identification of the best geometrical model
Fig. 11 presents the thickness maps (e.g. depth with reference to

the ground surface) of all gridded interfaces and the respective RMSE
value. A small range of RMSE values (1.7 to 3.3 m) is calculated. The
UK algorithm presents the lowest values. However the RMSE is not
ngular Irregular Network; IDW: Inverse Distance; OK: Ordinary Kriging; UK: Universal
orne LiDAR DEM is presented. The location where moraine and torrential deposits are
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Table 4
Estimated thickness and volume of the internal layers.

Mean
(m)

Standard
deviation (m)

Min
(m)

Max
(m)

Volume
(m3)

C1 5.4 2.6 0.0 16.4 374,800
C2 3.3 1.8 0.0 9.8 185,600
Total mudslide 7.5 3.6 0.0 19.9 560,400
Moraine deposits M (in the main
channel at the pre-failure stage)

3.4 3.0 0.0 8.0 35,600
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sufficient to evaluate the quality of the geometrical models because it
depends on the spatial distribution of the subset of data used for the
calculation. Furthermore, the RMSE is based on the assumption that
errors are random and normally distributed around the true value
which is not always guaranteed (Desmet, 1997). Therefore qualitative
comparison through visualization is also used to evaluate the quality.

The 3D visualization of the different surfaces indicates that IDW
and OK tend to produce undulated interfaces in areas unconstrained
by data points (Figure 12); TIN and UK provide more regular
geometries. As no strong undulations are observed in the C2-(M)S
interface with the UK interpolation method and because it presents
the lowest RMSE, these gridded surfaces are considered as the more
suitable (Figure 13). Table 4 presents the statistics of thickness for
each layer with an estimation of the associated volumes.

4.4.2. Quality of the best geometrical model
The quality evaluation of geological reservoirs (e.g. water, gas, oil)

is systematically evaluated by quantitative approaches such as line and
surface balancing or gravity modeling (Martelet et al., 2004; Moretti,
2008). In this work, the quality control of the selected geometrical
model is based on (i) the comparison of computed volumes with
previous estimations, (ii) the coherence among the model geometry
and the observed kinematics of the landslide, and (iii) the reliability of
the location of the drainage networks (Chaplot et al., 2006).

(i) The volume of the mudslide estimated with the 3D geometrical
model is of ca. 560,000 m3 which is in the range of the first
Fig. 13. 3D geometrical model of the Super Sauze mudslide interpolated with Universal Krig
important crests controlling the dynamic of the mudslide (emerged crest E3, buried crests
approximation of about 700,000 m3 based on 2D cross-section
analysis (Malet et al., 2003; Table 4). About 66% of the total
volume corresponds to the most active unit C1.

(ii) The global trend of the geometry is particularly well repro-
duced in the vicinity of the emerged crest E3 and of the buried
crest E8 which control part of the deformation mechanism
(Figure 13; Flageollet et al., 2000; Malet et al., 2002). In the
upper part of the mudslide, the moving-mass material is
deviated by the crest E3 in two parts. On theWestern part of E3,
the material is transported in a large channel of ca. 6 m deep
and 30 m in width. In this channel, high displacement rates
(several centimeters per day) are observed because of the
concentration of water fluxes and the development of high
pore water pressures. In the middle part of the mudslide, the
crest E8 is an obstacle to the transport of material downstream;
ing (UK) and illustrated through stratigraphic cross-sections. The geometry of the most
E1 and E8) is well reproduced.
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consequently, the material accumulate on the Eastern part of
E8 where the highest thickness (ca. 20 m) is observed.

(iii) The position of the drainage networks in the gridded surfaces of
the C2(M)-S interface is in agreement with the position
observed on the photogrammetric DEM of 1956 and the
ortho-photographs of 1956 before the failure (Figure 14;
Weber and Herrmann, 2000).
5. Discussion

The proposedmethodology illustrates thatmany steps are necessary
to construct sound and reliable landslide 3D geometrical models by
integrating highly heterogeneous multi-source data. For the Super-
Sauze mudslide, the data were irregularly distributed along profiles.
Such data point distributions are common in the case of petro-physical
investigation techniques. In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the 3D
geometrical model to data point spacing, some data points of the
interface C2-S(M) were not introduced to obtain a more spatially
homogenous (4.10−3 pts m−2) but less dense distribution (Figure 15).
UKwas applied to interpolate a new C2-S(M) interface that is compared
with the C2-S(M) interface interpolated by introducing all the available
data points. Themain differences are obviously located in the upper part
of the mudslide where the topography is the most complex. The crest
locations in this area cannot be correctly modeled because the sub-
surface topography is undersampled. In the middle and the lower parts
of the mudslide, the differences are less important because the sub-
surface topography is simpler. However, without an a priori conceptual
model, it is difficult to determine the optimal spatial distribution of
measurements and define an investigation planning without the risk of
undersampling significant sub-surface features.
Fig. 14. Comparison of the location of the drainage networks identified on the
interpolated C2-(M)S interface and on the interpretation of the 1956 ortho-photograph
and DEM.

Fig. 15. Absolute difference between the C2(M)-S interface and a the interpolated
C2(M)-S interface (Universal Kriging algorithm) with homogenously distributed input
data points.
Spatially distributed techniques like geophysics are very efficient
for preliminary field investigations because they can provide a
continuous imaging of the subsurface. However, the tomographies
produced by geophysical inversion generally display a smooth image
of the sub-surface. The sharp geometry of the crests can hardly be
reproduced. An example is detailed in Fig. 16. A cross-section obtained
from the gridded surfaces is compared with an “expert” cross-section
generated using the same input data (Flageollet et al., 2000). The right
part of the cross-sections of the model is consistent with the “expert”
interpretation. However, the left part is not constrained by data
located on the profile and the gridded surfaces are interpolated from
adjacent ERT profiles. The sub-surface appears excessively smoothed
compared to the reality. In such conditions or if no data are available
in a specific area, it is necessary to force the model to produce realistic
results by adding data points coming from expert knowledge. A lower
reliability index of the gridded surface has however to be attributed in
this case.

The dynamics of a mudslide can significantly affect the accuracy of
the geometrical model when sub-surface exploration is planned over
long periods. In the case of the Super-Sauze mudslide, the position
and the local geometry of the interface between the nearly stable layer
C2 (“dead body”) and the stable substratum are not varying over the
period 1996–2009 (Section 4.1). However this statement cannot be
ensured for the interface C1–C2 investigated over the period 1996–
1999 through geotechnical investigation. In contrast to landslides that
behave as more or less rigid bodies, mudslides can display complex
deformation pattern similar to those of viscous fluids. In periods of
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Fig. 16. Comparisons of cross-sections extracted from the 3D geometrical model (TIN, IDW, OK and UK interpolation algorithms) with a reference ground topography of 2007, and an
“expert” cross-section interpretation with the ground topography of 1996 (adapted from Flageollet et al., 2000). The Western side of the cross-sections is well constrained by the
input data points while the Eastern side is not constrained. The location of the cross-section is also indicated.
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high displacement rates, the deformation of the entire layer C1 can be
predominant to the deformation concentrated at shear zones in depth
(Picarelli et al., 2005). Therefore it is likely that the position and the
local geometry of the interface C1–C2 can change in time. It is worth
mentioning that a more accurate geometrical model would require
additional field investigation at very high resolution at shallow depths
to better identify the location of this interface.

6. Conclusion

A methodology to extract useful information on the geometry and
layering of landslides from heterogeneous data sources and to
integrate the information in a 3D geometrical model is presented.
Data georeferencing and re-interpretation are the most important
steps in the workflow. Although these processing steps are relatively
simple in theory, they are absolutely necessary to detect inconsis-
tencies among multi-source data. A simple approach is proposed to
evaluate the quality of the data through a reliability index. The
Nyquist-Shannon theory is used to determine the optimal cell size for
the interpolation of the gridded surface from the original data points.
Using simple stratigraphic rules, 3D modeling based on 2D gridding
processes is sufficient to model the geometry of landslides character-
ized by continuous and sub-parallel layering.

The methodology is applied to the Super-Sauze mudslide for
which an extensive dataset of geophysical, geotechnical and geomor-
phological observations is available. The 3D geometrical model allows
one to estimate the volume of themovingmass to 560,000 m3. Several
controls of quality have been carried out in order to ensure that the 3D
geometrical model is suitable for further detailed hydro-mechanical
modeling. The information on the sub-surface geometry is derived
mostly from indirect data (ERT) which provide a relatively smooth
imaging of the sub-surface combined to direct data coming from
geotechnical tests.

A future challenge to improve the proposed methodology relies on
coupling of 3D Geographic Information Systems (data storage and
management) with 3D geometrical modeling packages (Apel, 2006;
Kaufmann and Martin, 2008; Jones et al., 2009). The data can be
structured and stored according to their major characteristics (e.g.
nature, reliability index, date of acquisition, positioning) allowing a
quick re-interpretation and an easier upgrading of the 3D geometrical
model. Depending on the quantity of data available, the development
of 4D geometrical models (with time) would then be possible.
However, quality control remains absolutely necessary. For example,
volume balancing can be a way to control the quality of the
geometrical models by comparing the total amount of material failed
in the ablation zone to the volume of material stored in the
accumulation zone (considering a swelling factor due to the increase
of porosity of the mobilized material). The development of statistical
methods to better quantify the uncertainty of the geometrical models
is also necessary.
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